
Omni-channels 
strategy

In the current environment, wholesale clients are looking for comprehensive, fast to market, multi-channel access to products and 

self-servicing capabilities. We anticipate that this structural trend will accelerate in a post-Covid world. 

Wholesale banking distribution platforms have therefore to adapt and facilitate the required user experience.
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Our convictions

1. Clients must be afforded a seamless omni-channel experience. Recognised in every interaction & receiving 

personalised content for all banking needs and additional value-added services 

2. RM’s and specialist Sales must be afforded the best tools and receive support on which products and 

services best meet their client’s needs and circumstances

3. The Business must maximise lifetime value, cross & up-selling relevant propositions to clients

4. Operations must digitise and automate manual processes, to provide the lowest cost-to-serve client/staff 

in the industry

5. Competition is not standing still
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The building blocks of a successful omni-channel strategy

An omni-channel digital strategy is built upon six main foundational blocks, covering strategy, process & technology, and organisation.

Each foundational block enables specific benefits that, activated altogether, power the omni-channel strategy.

These foundational blocks are strongly interconnected. Our experience with our clients shows that among these 6 pillars, the ones identified as priority 

concerns are automation, common shared services and data alignment.



Omni-channels 
strategy

CH&Co. offers a complete framework to build and deploy an omni-channel strategy

Return on experience

We have significant experience in delivering end-to-end omni-channel projects. Some of the key results achieved were:

• Alignment of multiple business lines with large BAU cost saving

• Systems and operational processes rationalisation

• Industrial roll out across regions and countries with very high adoption metrics

• Significant increase of cross sell

Our expertise

On top of our return on experience, we bring three complementary assets:

• Subject matter expertise: for the past 10 years we have supported the most innovative financial institutions in their ambitions, and have 

developed deep knowledge of business context and processes, across Data, Finance, Risk & Compliance, BizDev and Digital transformation

• Execution capability and expertise: our global technologists are able to adapt to any of our client’s innovative challenge (full-stack custom-made 

developments, data science, microservices, UX/UI designers…)

• Methodology: Our teams are experienced in many design and development methodologies (Scrum, DevOps, Design Thinking, Process Screening…)

Engagement models

▪ On-demand senior Advisory: market practitioners with deep return on experience, immediate and bespoke, billing by the hour/workshops

▪ Management Consulting: deep subject matter expertise in financial services, excellence in project execution, content with high added value and 

benchmarking capacity, fixed pricing

▪ Augmented Consulting: End-to-end delivery - Detect, Design, develop and deploy propositions, co-creation, fixed pricing

▪ Staff Augmentation: expert profiles, quality assurance, adaptable billing by time spend

A 4-step journey

CH&Co. assets and solutions for Channels strategy
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▪ Start with the middle layer 

to achieve scale and cost 

savings:
• Start with operational 

alignment (example: 

KYC, 360o, etc.)

• Align Data frameworks

• Create Common 

Technical tooling for 

interoperability

▪ Set the foundation for the 

cross-sell

▪ Accelerate the maturity of 

the middle layer:
• Common dictionaries 

(Data…)

• Enlarge the shared 

services 

▪ Cut costs by decommissioning 

repetitive systems and 

processes

▪ Use the foundation to start 

the commercial cross sell

▪ Start the modularisation of 

the product and services 

store

▪ At speed through common 

standards and dictionaries

▪ Cut costs by decommissioning 

repetitive modules 

▪ Integrate client and staff 

▪ Focus on omni-channel 

experience

▪ Focus on the journeys that 

exhibit a strong business case 

and fastest to market 
• Re-usability of 

modules

How it all comes together - Client centricity powered by services and workflows


